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The 484th PX Items
484th BG Logo patch, stitched, 2 3/4" in
diameter ------------------ $5.00.
B-24 three- dimensional tie tac, silver,
1 3/4" --------------------- $5.00.
Association Pin with 484th Logo-- --- $5.00.
Baseball Cap, red & white. side view of
484th silver B-24 on front, postage inc.--
------------------------------------------ $12.00.
Miniature Plaque 1 3/4" with display
stand, postage inc.------------------- $20.00.
Back issues of the Torretta Flyer, (25) Nos
13 thru 37, postage inc.------ $130.00.
Individual issues-- --------------- $7.00 ea.
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The Torretta Flyer reports primarily on the history
of air warfare during WWII and the accomplishments
of members of the 484th Bomb Group during WWII.
From time to time the magazine will cover other subject
matter related to aeronautical events as material be-
comes available. Readers are encouraged to submit
their own stories or material from other sources.
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